
DAFA Universal 
Tip Protector
Fitting instructions using tape

CargoPro®

Slide on the tip protector  
as far as it will go.

Tighten the temporary strap  
by hand.

Place the end of the tape on the 
top extension.
 
Make sure the loose strap-end 
is covered by the tape.

Wrap the tip protector very tightly 
by pulling hard using both hands.
 
The first layer should not extend 
past the tip protector.

After winding 5 times around, cut 
off the roll of tape. Ensure the last 
layer only touches the blade. 

Ensure the tape is tight and the tip 
protector cannot be pulled off 
by hand.

Tip protector item no.: 620027247

Red tape for UTP 100 mm item no.: 620029462

The information in these fitting instructions is intended to assist you in  
using DAFA products. The user should determine the suitability of  

DAFA’s products for each application.
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Making small invisible changes  
with a big impact…

At DAFA, we seal, we absorb, and we protect. 
With a passion for foam and rubber, we are specialized in making small invisible changes  
with a big impact. 
 
We seal cold air from hot air – and absorb sound to create silence. We dampen vibrations, and 
we protect objects against shocks and damage. And while our products may seem unnoticeable, 
they are always irreplaceable.  

It all started in 1939 in Denmark. 
What began as an entrepreneurial family business producing sealing strips of bronze has today 
expanded into an international operation – manufacturing the unimaginable across three 
continents. We cut, we print, and we innovate new solutions. From small nose pads for face 
masks to protecting large wind turbine blades during transportation, we combine cutting-edge 
production equipment with great engineering skills and know-how to develop solutions geared 
to the demands of the future.

But it all begins with our people. 
Engineers, operators, or quality controllers. At DAFA, everyone is a master of their craft, united 
into a culture like a family. Our ambitions are global, but our values are practical and local.  

World-class solutions driven by our passion for innovation and sustainability.
Like our products, being visible to the world is not the most important for us. We simply care 
about being good at what we do and the difference we can make. We go to work every day to 
earn the trust of each other and our customers – together shaping the future of manufacturing by 
pushing the industry standards for quality and more sustainability.  

We want our ‘invisible’ products to bring a noticeable impact and make DAFA the best in the 
world at what we do. Seal, absorb, and protect. One innovative solution at a time.
  


